The laboratory investigations of fatigue damage constitutive equation of asphalt mixture were carried out by three-point bending fatigue tests. The three-point bending fatigue tests were performed at three levels of stress-strength ratio (SSR), temperature, and loading rate. The coupled multifactor (stress-strength ratio, temperature, and loading rate) fatigue life equation was established, which can well predict the fatigue life of the asphalt mixture. Both a damage model and a damage evolution equation have been established based on the E-N curve, which indicate that fatigue damage evolution is nonlinear and consists of three stages. The sensitivity analysis of damage model parameters indicates that each parameter has different effects on the three stages of damage evolution. Based on the researches above, the fatigue damage constitutive equations were finally built based on the -curves, which consist of two parts: the damage accumulation stage and the fatigue failure stage. The elasticity-power hardening model was used to describe the constitutive relation of damage accumulation stage. The elasticity-power hardening model and the Sidoroff damage model were used to describe the constitutive relation of damage failure stage. The constitutive equations can well characterize the fatigue damage performance of the asphalt mixtures under cyclic loading.
Introduction
In recent years, the road construction industry has made great progress with the rapid development of economy, but the quality of the existing roads is uneven. The asphalt concrete pavement, as the surface course of the road structure, is exposed completely to the environment, receiving repeated actions of vehicle loads and environment influence by seasonal changes. The internal stresses and strains of the material change continuously, resulting in the degradation of strength under repetitive load cycles. The pavement under a cumulative load is prone to fatigue failure. The fatigue behaviors of pavement materials have become the research directions of an increasing number of researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In order to describe the damage evolution and stressstrain relationship of asphalt mixture, many damage models have been proposed [1, 2, 5] , such as Loland damage model, Sidoroff damage model, Mazars damage model, and ExpAsso damage model. The Loland damage model indicates that the stress-strain relationship of material is linear after reaching the peak stress, which is an approximate version [6] . The constitutive equation corresponding to Sidoroff damage model, obtained based on the energy equivalence assumption, indicates that the stress-strain relationship of material is linear before reaching the peak stress, which is an approximate version [7] . The Mazars damage model indicates that material is not damaged before reaching the peak stress, which is an approximate version [8] . The ExpAsso damage model consisted of four parameters indicating that fatigue damage evolution is nonlinear and consists of three stages [9] . However, the physical meanings of model parameters have not been analyzed.
Although the above researches are a big step towards the goal of describing damage evolution and constitutive equation asphalt mixture, there are concerns associated with these researches. The above models only studied the constitutive equations of materials under a single load and did not study the constitutive equations of materials subjected to cyclic loading. However, asphalt pavement is subjected to vehicle cyclic loading, and the researches on the fatigue 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering damage constitutive equation of asphalt mixture under cyclic loading are rarely found.
To describe the stress-strain relationship of asphalt mixtures under cyclic loading more intuitively and accurately, it is necessary to obtain a simplified and specific constitutive equation. Due to the discontinuity and nonuniformity of the asphalt mixture at the micro level, the constitutive relationship of the asphalt mixture in a fatigue test is more complicated. The constitutive equation and damage evolution of each damage model also differ widely. It is not appropriate to describe the constitutive equations only by using elastic or plastic theory, nor is it to describe the fatigue damage constitutive equation by applying only one existing damage model directly [4, 10, 11] .
Laboratory fatigue tests have been carried out to solve the problems above. The influence of experimental factors on test results is studied to obtain the coupled multifactor fatigue life equation. Both a damage model and a damage evolution equation have been established based on the E-N curve. The sensitivity analysis of damage model parameters was used to study the physical meanings of model parameters. Based on the researches above, the fatigue damage constitutive equations were finally built based on the -curves, which consists of two parts: the damage accumulation stage and fatigue failure stage. 
Establishment of Fatigue Equation

Preparation of Specimen.
A rut board of 400 mm × 400 mm × 70 mm was performed by using a hydraulic sample forming machine, presented in Figure 1 . By cutting the rut board, the specimen beams of 250 mm × 30 mm × 35 mm were obtained, and it is presented in Figure 2 .
Test Conditions and Methods.
The laboratory fatigue test is presented in Figure 3 . The flexural tensile strengths of specimens under different test conditions were measured. The specimens were tested using three stress-strength ratios: 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5; three temperatures: 5, 15, and 25 ∘ C; and three loading rates: 5, 10, and 20 mm/min. Table 3 , from which it can be seen that there is a negative correlation between the fatigue life and the stress-strength ratio and loading rate and a positive correlation between the fatigue life and the temperature.
The Influence of Experimental Factors on Test
Results. The fatigue failure of the beam specimen is mainly caused by the tensile stress at the bottom of the specimen, because the ultimate tensile stress of asphalt mixture is far weaker than its ultimate compressive stress. When the cyclic load below the ultimate bending resistance is applied to the beam specimen, the fatigue failure of the beam specimen occurs because of the stress concentration at the bottom, and the fatigue damage is mainly manifested by fatigue cracks. The growth process of a fatigue crack consisted of two stages: the crack initiation and crack propagation. Damage gradually accumulates with the increase of load number. Fatigue cracks occur at the bottom of the beam specimen when the damage is accumulated to a certain extent. Fatigue cracks will expand due to the increase of load number. The cumulative result of the expansion is the fracture of beam specimen [12] [13] [14] .
The Influence of Stress-Strength Ratio on Fatigue Test.
The fatigue lives under the stress-strength ratio of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively, are presented in Table 3 . It can be seen from Table 3 that there is a negative correlation between the fatigue life and the stress level. The larger the stress-strength ratio is and the greater the load is applied, the greater the accumulation of damage is after each cycle of loading and the shorter the fatigue life becomes [15] . Linear fitting for the logarithmic fatigue life measured under the stress-strength ratio of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively, was carried out, and the results are presented in Figure 4 . The curve equations of fatigue life are listed in Table 4 .
It can be seen from Figure 4 and Table 4 that the logarithmic fatigue life decreases with the increase of stressstrength ratio. A linear function can well describe the relation of logarithmic fatigue life to stress-strength ratio, which can be expressed as
where lg f is the logarithmic fatigue life, SSR is the stressstrength ratio, and and are constants.
The Influence of Temperature on Fatigue Test.
The fatigue lives at temperature of 5, 15, and 25 ∘ C, respectively, are presented in Figure 5 . As shown in the figure, there is a positive correlation between the fatigue life and the temperature. Asphalt mixture is a viscoelastic material. The healing of asphalt mixtures improves with the increase of temperature. In the meantime, the corresponding fatigue life increases [16] [17] [18] .
The Influence of Loading Rate on Fatigue Test.
The fatigue lives under the loading rate of 5 mm/min, 10 mm/min, and 20 mm/min, respectively, are presented in Figure 6 . As shown in the figure, there is a negative correlation between the fatigue life and the loading rate. The mechanical behavior of asphalt mixture under dynamic load is different from that under static load. In addition to the magnitude of the load, the mechanical behavior is also related to the loading rate and the deformation rate of the material. When a cyclic loading was applied to the beam specimen, the deformation rate increased with the increase of the loading rate. After each loading cycle, the healing of asphalt mixtures is not fully exploited, which leads to a rise in the rate of damage accumulation and a decline in fatigue life [12, [18] [19] [20] .
Construction of Coupled Multifactor Fatigue Equation.
Based on the analysis above, it is obvious that the fatigue life is related to stress-strength ratio, temperature, and loading rate. In order to accurately describe the relationship between fatigue life and experimental factors, linear regressions were made in the three experimental factors. A linear function can well describe the relation of logarithmic fatigue life to the three experimental factors, which can be expressed as lg f = 4.26838 + 0.02355 − 3.64776SSR − 0.01619 ,
where lg f is the logarithmic fatigue life, T is the temperature, SSR is the stress-strength ratio, and is the loading rate.
Equation (2) is a fatigue equation that couples the stressstrength ratio, the temperature, and the loading rate. 
The Analysis of the Fatigue Equation.
The load magnitude applied to the asphalt mixture is reflected by the stressstrength ratio of fatigue tests and the axle load of asphalt pavements. The specimen subjected to a larger stress-strength ratio, which corresponds to a larger axle load that a pavement is subjected to, has a shorter fatigue life. The number of vehicle loads in a specific time is reflected by the loading rate of fatigue tests and the traffic volume of asphalt pavements. The specimen subjected to a larger loading rate, which corresponds to a larger traffic volume that a pavement is subjected to, has a shorter fatigue life.
It can be seen from the qualitative analysis that the coupled multifactor fatigue equation can well characterize the influence of the vehicle load and traffic volume on the fatigue life of asphalt pavements.
Construction of Damage Evolution Equation
Construction of Damage Evolution Equation.
The stressstrain relation of damaged specimens during fatigue test is described on the basis of strain equivalence and damage mechanics, i.e.,
where 0 is the initial modulus, E is the modulus during fatigue loading, and is the damage factor. The E-N curve is shown in Figure 7 . As shown in the figure, the modulus decreases with the increase of the number of loading cycles. The E/ 0 -N/ f curve was obtained by dividing the abscissa and the ordinate of E-N curve by 0 and f , respectively. The E/ 0 -N/ f curve is shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that the process can be divided into three stages. In the first stage, the modulus decreases sharply and fatigue cracks emerge. In the second stage, the modulus decreases stably and fatigue cracks expand. In the third stage, the modulus decreases rapidly and the beam fractures finally. The cumulative result of the expansion was the fracture of the beam specimen. The following equation was used to fit the E/ 0 -N/ f curve:
where i and i are model parameters, N is the number of loading cycles, and f is the fatigue life. The model parameters are obtained by fitting the experimental data. As listed in Table 5 , the squared correlation coefficients (
2 ) are over 0.99. As can be seen from Table 5 , the fitting parameters are related to the experimental factors, such as the temperature, the loading rate, and the stressstrength ratio. A quadratic polynomial is used to fit the experimental data. The regression results are as follows. 
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The D-N/ f curve is shown in Figure 9 . As presented in the figure, the damage increases nonlinearly during the fatigue tests, and the process can be divided into three stages, which is similar to the process of degradation of modulus. In the first stage, the damage lasts a short time but increases rapidly, and, in the end of this stage, it reaches a large value. In the second stage, the damage lasts a long time and increases stably. In the third stage, the damage increases sharply and the beam fractures finally [9] . Table 5 , the value ranges of 1 , 1 , 2 , and 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Figure 10 . As shown in the figure, the three stages of damage evolution are greatly influenced by parameter 1 . The larger parameter 1 is, the more serious the degree of the damage of material becomes. Parameter 1 is a main parameter that influences the degree of the damage of material. 1 . Set the values for parameter 1 as 0.04, 0.08, and 0.12, respectively, and other parameters keep invariant; the D-N/ f curves are plotted in Figure 11 . As shown in the figure, as the parameter 1 changes, the second and third stages of damage evolution are less influenced, but the first stage is greatly influenced. The larger parameter 1 is, the longer the duration of the first stage lasts. Parameter 1 is a parameter that influences the rate of the damage evolution in the first stage.
Sensitivity Analysis of Damage Model Parameters. As shown in
Sensitivity Analysis of Parameter
Sensitivity Analysis of Parameter 2 .
Set the values for parameter 2 as 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, respectively, and other parameters keep invariant; the D-N/ f curves are plotted in Figure 12 . As shown in the figure, as parameter 2 changes, the first stage of damage evolution is less influenced, but the second and third stages are greatly influenced. The larger parameter 2 is, the faster the rate of damage evolution is, and the more serious the degree of the damage of material becomes in the second and third stages. Parameter 2 is a parameter that influences the rate and the degree of the damage evolution in the second and third stages. 
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Sensitivity Analysis of Parameter 2 .
Set the values for parameter 2 as 0.1, 0.6, and 1.1, respectively, and other parameters keep invariant; the D-N/ f curves are plotted in Figure 13 . As shown in the figure, as parameter 2 changes, the first stage of damage evolution is less influenced, but the second and third stages are greatly influenced. The larger parameter 2 is, the slower the rate of damage evolution is, and the less serious the degree of the damage of material becomes in the second and third stages. Parameter 2 is a parameter that influences the rate and degree of the damage evolution in the second and third stages.
Result of the Sensitivity Analysis.
Parameter 1 is a main parameter that influences the degree of the damage of material. Parameter 1 is a parameter that influences the speed of the damage evolution in the first stage. Parameters 2 and 2 are parameters that influence the speed and degree of the damage evolution in the second and third stages. A conclusion can be drawn that each parameter has different effects on the three stages of damage evolution.
Construction of Fatigue Damage Constitutive Equations
The stress-strain curves were obtained by calculating the fatigue test data. The stress-strain curves of the last five cyclic loadings were chosen in order to clearly draw the stressstrain curves, which are presented in Figure 14 . The residual strain increased with the increase of the number of cyclic loadings. Plastic deformation occurred when the damage was accumulated, and the plastic deformation would influence the damage accumulation. Plastic deformation and damage accumulation are interrelated [9, 21, 22] .
Constitutive equation under cyclic loading consists of two parts: one for the damage accumulation stage and the other for the fatigue failure stage. The constitutive equations for the damage accumulation stage before the last cyclic loading are in the same form, and the stress-strain curves are presented in Figure 15 . As shown in the figure, the stress-strain curves of damage accumulation stage consist of four parts. The form of the constitutive equations of the last cyclic loading, which is called the damage failure stage, is different from the form for the damage accumulation stage. The stress-strain curves are presented in Figure 16 . As shown in the figure, the stressstrain curves of damage accumulation stage consist of three parts.
Construction of Constitutive Equations of the Damage
Accumulation Stage. The elasticity-power hardening model can be used to describe the stress-strain relationship of the material [21] and is expressed as
where is the stress, is the strain, E is the elastic modulus, and and are material constants obtained by fitting the test data.
The elasticity-power hardening model, a widely used mechanical model, can not only well describe the plastic deformation of the material, but also can well describe the elastic deformation of the material [21] . Figure 15 shows that constitutive relation of the loading stage consisted of two parts. The material in part AB is elastic, and the material in part BC is elastic-plastic. The asphalt mixture in the part AB has the characteristics of linear deformation; the asphalt mixture in part BC has the characteristic of nonlinear deformation. Therefore, the elasticity-power hardening model was used to describe the constitutive relation of damage accumulation stage in the loading stage. Constitutive relation of the unloading stage consisted of two parts. The asphalt mixture in the part CD has the characteristics of linear deformation. The asphalt mixture in the part DE has the characteristics of nonlinear deformation. The elasticity-power hardening model indicates that linear function can well describe the elastic deformation of the material, and the power function can well describe the elastic-plastic deformation of the material. Therefore, the elasticity-power hardening model was used to describe the constitutive relation of damage accumulation stage in the unloading stage. In this paper, the constitutive equations for the elastic and the elastic-plastic state are expressed by the linear function and the power function, respectively [9, 21, 23] .
The constitutive equations for the damage accumulation state are expressed as follows.
Loading stage is
Unloading stage is ∘ C, the stressstrength ratio of 0.4, and the loading rate of 10 mm/min was obtained by fitting the data. The fitting results are listed in Table 7 , and the squared correlation coefficient (
2 ) is larger than 0.98. The fitting and the test curve are shown in Figure 17 . As shown in the figure, the fatigue behavior of the asphalt mixture is well represented by the proposed constitutive equation. Because the characteristics of the constitutive relations before the last cyclic loading are the same, the proposed constitutive equations of the damage accumulation stage are typical.
Failure Stage. The Sidoroff damage model can be used to describe the stress-strain relationship of the material [5] , and it is expressed as
where f is the strain at the peak stress. Figure 16 shows that the constitutive relation of damage failure stage consists of three parts. The material in part HI is elastic, and the material in part IJ is elastic-plastic. The constitutive relation of the part HJ, similar to the constitutive relation of the part AC, is described with the elasticity-power hardening model. The material in part JK is elastic-plastic, and the asphalt mixture in the part JK has the characteristics of nonlinear deformation. The Sidoroff damage model assumes that damage occurs and cracks are generated when the material reaches its peak stress. The Sidoroff damage model can well describe the nonlinear deformation of the material, so it was used to describe the constitutive relation of the unloading part in the damage failure stage [7, 21, 23] .
The constitutive equations of the damage failure stage are expressed as follows:
where H , I , J , and K are the strains at points H, I, J, and , respectively, = − H , J = J − H , and 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 are fitting parameters. The constitutive equation of the fatigue test at the temperature of 25 ∘ C, the stress-strength ratio of 0.3, and the loading rate of 10 mm/min was obtained by fitting the data. The fitting results are listed in Table 8 , and the squared correlation coefficient ( 2 ) is larger than 0.98. The fitting and the test curve are shown in Figure 18 . As shown in the figure, the fatigue performances of the asphalt mixture are well represented by the proposed constitutive equation.
Conclusions
Laboratory investigations of the fatigue properties of asphalt mixture were conducted by three-point bending fatigue tests. Test results were analyzed to build fatigue damage constitutive equations. With the study above, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Fatigue life decreases with the increase of stressstrength ratio. The linear function can well describe the relationship between logarithmic fatigue life and stressstrength ratio. The healing of the asphalt mixtures improves as temperature increases, and the corresponding fatigue life increases. The rate of the damage accumulation decreases with the increase of loading rate, and the corresponding fatigue life decreases. The above conclusions may provide a theoretical base for the establishing of fatigue life equation for asphalt mixture.
(2) The coupled multifactor (stress-strength ratio, temperature, and loading rate) fatigue life equation has been established, which can well describe the relationship of the logarithmic fatigue life to the stress-strength ratio, the temperature, and the loading rate and predict the fatigue life of the asphalt mixture and provide a theoretical base for the establishing of fatigue damage model. which indicate that fatigue damage evolution is nonlinear and consists of three stages. The sensitivity analysis of damage model parameters indicates that each parameter has different effects on the three stages of damage evolution. The damage model can be used to build the constitutive equations coupling fatigue damage. 
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